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ABSTRACT
Cultural Algorithms (CA) offers a better way to simulate social and culture driven agents
by introducing the notion of culture into the artificial population . When it comes to
mimic intelligent social beings such as humans, the search for a better fit or global optima
becomes multi dimensional because of the complexity produced by the relevant system
parameters and intricate social behaviour. In this research an extended CA framework has
been presented. The architecture provides extensions to the basic CA framework. The
major extensions include the mechanism of influencing selected individuals into the
population space by means of existing social network and consequently alter the cultural
belief favourably. Another extension of the framework was done in the population space
by introducing the concept of social network. The agents in the population are put into
one (or more) network through which they can communicate and propagate knowledge.
Identification and exploitation of such network is necessary since it may lead to a quicker
shift of the cultural norm.
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1. Introduction
Multi-Agent Based system has already proved it self in the field of theoretical Artificial
Intelligence (AI). The flexibility it offers in modeling complex systems has resulted in its
practical application in diverse set of real world problems. The problem domain actually
went well beyond the AI and related fields and has demonstrated its versatility in Social
Sciences [Doran 1998]; Economics [Palmer 1994]; Business [Robertson 2003]; Health
Care [Kobti 2006a], and many other diverse disciplines. In recent years the research
industries and communities have shown an increased level of interest in agent based
modeling to model their respective theoretical framework. Given the diverse usage of this
technique the Agent-Based Modeling techniques itself has evolved in different ways and
actually different flavours currently exist in the research industry. Particle Swarm [Zhao
2005], Cultural Algorithm [Reynolds 2002], Ant Colony Optimization [Dorigo 2006] are
only a few to name. Concepts from other AI methodologies like genetic algorithms
[Anacleto 1997], machine learning [Alpaydm 2004] were also incorporated into agent
based modeling. Specially population based modeling borrows many of its concepts from
genetic algorithms.

1.1 ABM and Population based modeling
Population based simulation is very popular among the genetic researchers. Each entity in
the population refers to a strategy (or potential solution) and the collective set of all
strategies leads the path of evolution of the whole complex system. On the other hand
Agents in the agent based modeling are considered to be the entities that work together

either co-operatively or non-co-operatively to solve a given problem. When it comes to
model behaviour of living social entities Agent Based modeling comes handy to build the
1

social structure of the society and each agent can be armed with one or more strategies to
reach, satisfy, minimize or maximize any expected goal. And hence researchers quickly
realized the potential of knowledge based social agents to model evolutionary social
structures. The recent years in AI therefore observed a theoretical and practical outburst
of agent based constraint satisfaction and optimization problems. And the pioneer in this
line of research are particle swarm, ant colony optimization and relatively new Cultural
Algorithms.

1.2 Current research motivation
In CA based algorithms the belief space defines the global culture of the whole artificial
society. The society evolves and changes its practices to better adopt the culture and in
this process the culture again changes. In this research we propose the idea that the
culture of a population may hold the population back to reach expected global outcome. It
is specially true for intelligent population sets like human or other socialized entities. As
for human we always express a tight connection with our respective cultural background
and we find it difficult to certain extent to adopt ourselves into a new or changed culture.
Therefore in order to make a quick cultural shift in the population some sort of external
injection or interference into the population space may result quick convergence. We also
put the artificial agents in a form of social network where agents can collaborate and lead
the system in a positive direction. We believe this kind of modeling will help social
scientists, health care researchers or any other special interest groups to find innovative
ways to motivate people with greater degree of impact towards any special agenda. In fact
the case study described in chapter 4 is an attempt to influence the drivers' how to ensure

their child is safe while traveling in vehicles and to figure out different means to
accelerate their learning process by introducing new culture into the society.
2

1.3 Thesis Contribution
In this research we developed an extended Cultural Algorithm framework that allows
intervention into the population space from a secondary source, other than the belief
space. This source is defined as the Intervention Space. The effect of intervention into the
population space is measured and outputs are analyzed and discussed. Another important
hypothesis of the research is that social interaction among the agents in the population
space may play a significant role in the evolution of the population. Therefore the
exploitation of social network structure and properties could prove significant in the
development of population based algorithms. Different social network among the agents
in the population space are thus implemented and their effects on the evolution are
measured and reasoned.

Other than the theoretical aspects of Cultural Algorithm the research were also very
much focused on the practical application of the extended framework. The extended
framework is used to build a simulation model, namely the Child Safety Model, for health
care researchers, who are investigating the ways to better influence the parents to
understand child safety in the vehicles. In fact the theoretical hypothesis' of this research
were tested and analyzed against this Child Safety Model. The model is built on top of
voluminous survey data produced by health care researchers and provides a validation of
itself and the hypothesis of this research. The fully developed model is also expected to
become a practical and non-traditional tool for the health care researchers.

3

1.4 Thesis outline
In this research thesis a multi-agent knowledge based system has been considered. The
whole system is put under a CA framework and the agents themselves are put under a
social network. The population space is being injected with new strategies and in order
the new strategies to propagate, the social network of the agent has been exploited. The
cultural shift of the population has been tested and documented for different model
settings. The settings are identified by the injection time of the strategies, the knowledge
categories being injected, knowledge propagation scheme in effect and different social
network structure that has been exploited.

In chapter 2 a literature survey is presented on multi-agent based systems, knowledge
based systems and population based systems that exploit genetic algorithms, swarm
populations, ant colony optimization and cultural algorithms.

Chapter 3 describes problem specification and altered cultural framework that has been
proposed in this study. Chapter 4 describes a detailed case study that has been modeled
after the framework proposed in chapter 3. Chapter 5 presents the test results from the
reference model. Chapter 6 presents an elaborate discussion on the results and attempts
to validate the research hypothesis against the observed results. Finally in the last chapter
the conclusion and possible future directions for this research study have been outlined.
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2. Literature Review/Survey
This chapter includes a short survey on the Multi Agent Based Simulation (MABS),
Intelligent Agents, Evolutionary Algorithms like Ant Colony Optimization (ACO),
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Specially Cultural Algorithms (CA). Many
important terminologies related to agent based simulation like agents, complex models,
knowledge and its representations are also discussed in this chapter. The chapter also
includes brief discussion on practical application of the technologies covered.

2.1 Multi-Agent Based Modeling
Multi-Agent based simulation has gained popularity over other traditional technologies
like micro simulation [Orcutt 1957], object oriented simulation [Troitzsch 1997] and
individual based simulations [Harding 1999]. Different modeling scenarios require
different level of representation of the concerned entities. For simple computational
entities a simple object oriented design may be adequate but in order to cope with more
complex entities that react to the modeling environment or entities that are cognitive and
autonomous, an agent oriented design pattern becomes necessary. Agent oriented
software design and complex system design are becoming very common these days. In
[Jennings 2003] the author argued the applicability of agent based software design to
perform complex control system management. A complex control system can be
decomposed into simpler independent and autonomous parts. Using such virtual
decomposition of the whole system the authors introduce the notion of agents and
defined the complex work flow of the system in terms of the interaction of these agents.
The authors also presented few case studies to argue in favor of agent based software
design.

5

2.1.1 Model and Simulation Design
In [Fishwick 1996] a theoretical definition of agent based simulation has been presented.
A simulation model is structured as three separate but not independent processes:
(a) The design of the model
(b) The Execution of the model
(c) The Analysis and Validation of the model
The design involves the theoretical formalization of the numerical data or abstract
concepts mathematically, Execution means conversion of the designed mathematical
model into a computer algorithm and finally the validation process compares the data
produced by the Mathematical model and the data produced during the execution phase.
The following diagram presents the whole process.

Model Execution

Model Design

f

^
^

A

^

Executi on Analy si s
v.

*s

Figure 1: The Computer Simulation Model production processes
[Fishwick 96]

The author also pointed out that though the processes are independent they are closely
coupled and the final production model is actually the output of several iterations of each
process.
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The above model assumes that the conversion of the mathematical model to a computer
algorithm is a trivial one. But as pointed out by [Gilbert 1999] and [Drogoul 2002] that it
is not a trivial task and hence [Gilbert 1999] introduced a refined model as depicted in
the following figure.

Building the Model

Writing special computej^program

xecuiion

Model Design

Results

Assumptions

Puldl icatiors

Knowledge

Figure 2: The Computer Simulation design process as outlined in [Gilbert 1999]
and [Drogoul 2002]

This model puts the computer simulation into more perspective from the practical point
of view. It describes the mathematical model in terms of the assumption available to
developers. Then the developers write special computer programs to design the actual
digital computation model. The execution of such model generates data. Finally the

7

produced data is compared with the observational data from other independent sources. If
both sets are aligned then the assumptions are considered to be valid, which in turn
provides a validation for the computational model. If the data sets are not aligned the
cycle is continued with altered assumptions until an alignment is reached. A validated
model later can be used to produce knowledge or insight into the subject matter.

2.1.2 Application of MABS
Multi-Agent based simulation and computer modeling has gained immense popularity
over the last decade or so. Its application went well beyond the theoretical realm of
computer science and mathematics and has been used intensively in various applied
fields of research. The fields include but nor limited to the following:
a) Social Science [Yamada 2006], [D'Inverno 2000]
b) Manufacturing Industry [Jennings 2003]
c) Business and Economics [Robertson 2003], [Palmer 1998]
d) Health Care research [Kobti 2006a & b]
e) Archeology [Kobti 2003]
In [Yamada 2006] the author presented a software development platform through the
usage of socially intelligent agents. The agents are specially built to recognize social
emotion and act accordingly. They also provide a reference implementation on eLearning
to argue on behalf of the social agents. [Jennings 2003] focuses on the applicability of
multi-agent based model in the Complex Control Systems of Manufacturing industries
like vehicle assembly plants. The author presented multiple scenarios to apply agent
based software model to control complex control systems and also pointed out the
rationale behind such applications. An agent based model of Artificial Stock market has
been presented in [Palmer 1998]. The behaviour of the stock market is formulated as an

8

emergent behaviour of the individual autonomous agent in contrast to the traditional
model where outcomes are expected from rationale expectations. [Robertson 2003]
presents an agent based model for banking management and strategy development. The
primary goal of the model is to provide insight into strategy development for a Bank to
maximize its output while competing with financial institutions. Health Care research has
engaged multi-agent based evolutionary model for child vehicle safety on the highway in
[Kobti 2006a&b]. The objective of the model is to improve the knowledge and
understanding of the Drivers' towards child seat restraint usage. An application of multiagent based modeling can be found in [Kobti 2003]. This paper is a follow up of a
previous paper that models the social architecture of the early Anasazi settlement in
central United States. The model in [Kobti 2003] investigates the possible reason for the
extinction of the settlement by examining the environment, climate changes that might
had significant impact on the firming practices of the settlers.

2.2 Evolutionary Algorithms:
The basis of all evolutionary algorithms lie in the genetic algorithms. Other modern and
popular evolutionary algorithms include Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Cultural Algorithms (CA). In this section a literature
review on the genetic algorithms, ACO and PSO algorithms are presented. The cultural
algorithm due to its strong relevance to this thesis has been presented in its own sub
section

2.2.1 Genetic Algorithms:
Genetic Algorithm (GA) was originally developed by J. H. Holland in 1975 [Holland
1975]. The concept of evolutionary algorithms sprung from the biological genetic

9

evolution of species and all most all of the major genetic algorithm functions and
operators resemble the metaphors from

the equivalent biological processes.

Computationally the genetic algorithm is considered to be a constrained satisfaction or
search problem that finds the optimal result or results from the solution space. Figure 3
dictates the genetic algorithm along with its necessary components.

3enerate Initial
Population

k/

• Optimality Test

w

i k

w

Best
Population

iV
Genearate
New
Population

{ Start J

^Optimality \ _
V Satisfied /

Selection
1

Recombination

", ™

r

/"

(End J

Figure 3: Ant Colony Optimization: the basic algorithm flow

As a first step to find the solution an initial set of solution is created, known as the
population. The population is than tested against the objective function which is a
problem domain specific function to measure the performance or quality of the solution.
If the population doesn't pass the optimality test, a new generation of population is
created by breeding selected parents and applying random mutation. The new generation
of population then replaces the older population. A several generations may evolve before
any generation passes the optimality test. The generation that finally passes the test is
considered to be the optimal solution to the given problem. Due to the generation (of
populations) oriented methodology, GA based algorithms are also known as the
population based algorithms.
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Since its inception genetic algorithm framework evolved in various flavours; each altering
the standard framework in different ways. The wide range applicability of GA made it a
standard tool for AI. Its applications include but not limited to the follows:
a) Constraint satisfaction problems, [Barnier 1998].
b) Optimization Problems, [Zhong 2004].
c) Simulation of Complex Systems, [Terano 2006].
d) Knowledge representation, [Wang 2006].
In [Barnier 1998] the authors presented a combinatorial approach that uses both
constraint satisfaction algorithms and genetic algorithms. The author claimed that their
approach outperforms the performance of algorithms that uses either only Constraint
Satisfaction Problem (CSP) techniques or only GA. Their results also show that the
combination of GA with CSP techniques is suitable for CSPs with large set of constraint
variables.

In [Zhong 2004] authors devised a multi-mgent based solution combined with genetic
algorithms to solve global numerical optimization problem. They architect each
individual in the population set of the genetic algorithm as an autonomous agent. The
agents live in a lattice like environment where they co-operate with each other to get into
a lower energy level. The author concluded that the approach is scalable as the dimension
of the concerned functions goes even as high as 20,000.

The concept of reverse simulation has been introduced in [Terano 2006]. In the reverse
simulation the expected or observed macro level outcome of the simulation is designed
and then the simulation is run to determine the micro level states of the models
parameter. The process actually goes on the opposite direction of straight forward
11

simulation where micro level parameters are first designed and the macro level behaviour
emerge from the simulation. In order to validate the microlevel parameters, produced by
the reverse simulation to produce the macro behaviour, genetic algorithms were used. The
authors claimed that this approach of multi-agent simulation is a better way to simulate
the social and economic models.

[Wang 2006] deals with the knowledge representation mechanism for Fuzzy Production
Rules (FPR). The authors devised weight based FPR and designed a genetic algorithm
based model to estimate the weights for the involved parameters. The outputs of the
genetic model i.e. the evaluated weights are then used in classifier system to test dataset.
The authors considered different categories of weight, like local weight and global
weight. They concluded that highest level of accuracy can be achieved by applying both
local weight and global weight parameters produced by the genetic algorithm model.

2.2.2 Ant Colony
The Ant colony based algorithms were derived from the observation of social behaviour
displayed by ants in real world. Though the activity of a single ant seems trivial the
overall performance of a whole colony in terms of foraging, transporting and sorting is
amazing. Biologist had shown that ants use a form of chemical called pheromone on its
foraging path. Other ants can sense the chemical and follow the same path to the same
destination. Therefore a path to a food source gets increasingly strong with the chemical
and more and more ants follow the same path. Ants coordinates there activity through
self organization by using an indirect communication, namely the chemical pheromone.
The behavioural pattern of ants actually inspires many agent based optimization
algorithm where the artificial agents resemble the ants.
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The Ant Colony was first devised and published by Marco Dorigo in 1992 as a PhD
dissertation. The paper [Dorigo 2006] is a recent article on the topic and describes
various aspect of ACO. The application of ACO includes various constraint satisfaction
and optimization problems like Scheduling, Routing, Classification System. The usage of
these algorithms were also adopted by multi-agent model researchers. [Ling 2005]
presents a coalition of agent based modeling technique and ACO to manage the Power
Systems Restoration (PSR). The PSR is a multivariate nonlinear problem. The power
system consists of multiple Bus Lines and in order to reach the global optima the local
optima for each Bus Line must be evaluated first. The authors designed a set of Agents
for the Bus Lines (BIAG or Bus Intelligent Agents) and a single agent for Intelligent
Control (ICAG). The BIAG co-operate each other to gain local optima where the ICAG
uses ACO to find the global optima by analyzing the local optima. Another practical
application of ACO based Clustering can be found in [Tsang 2005] where the authors
proposed a multi-agent based intrusion detection system for industrial networks.

2.2.3 Particle Swarm
Like ant colony Particle Swarm based algorithms are also adapted form natural social
phenomenon. In this case the biological social entities are Fish schools or Bird flocks.
Birds in a bird flock maintain their overall flying course by collaborating with each other
about their respective positions within the flock. The particle swarm algorithm is some
what similar to genetic algorithms in term that they both are population based. But unlike
genetic algorithm swarm algorithm doesn't have any operator like crossover or mutation.
Instead the particles update their states iteratively by constant collaboration with
neighbors, and tries to minimize (or maximize) a function of limited number of
parameters. The parameters define their position in the solution space. Each particle
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keeps track of a global fitness best and a local fitness best and it tries to position it self
closer toward these local and global values. As the local and global values shift the
swarm population shifts its direction and evolves to reach the global minima (or maxima).
Particle swarm has been tested and examined thoroughly for Constrained Satisfaction
Problems (CSPs) and Optimization problems. For multi-agent based model a new
framework has been proposed in [Ahmed 2007]. The author designed an agent based
model where the Particles are promoted to the level of an agent, with higher degree of
autonomy. The swarm of particles are also promoted to the level of Agent System. The
implementation also made the agents more informative by tagging each point in the
solution space by visited or unvisited. The swarms or agents therefore become able to
make intelligent guess toward next position. The authors named the framework "Agent
based particle swarm optimization". A similar model also has been produced in [Kim
2004] where the authors introduce a hybrid of ACO and PSO algorithm within the agent
model.

2.3 Cultural Algorithm Framework
Cultural Algorithm (CA) is relatively new in the family of population based evolutionary
algorithms. It inspires the knowledge driven evolution of the population and inspired by
the cultural philosophy and norms that real living social entities display. Unlike Ant
Colony or Particle Swarm algorithms where agents evolve or behave using simple
communication impulse and/or collaborating locally among themselves, CA tends to
drive the population using some global knowledge repository. The repository reflects the
Belief Space or another word the cultural norm of the population. Each entity in the
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population tries to wield the knowledge available in the culture space to maximize its
strategic position. As the population evolves the knowledge repository or the belief space
also changes to better represent the culture of the evolved population which in turn
changes the population again. Therefore in a tug of cultural shift the population evolves to
reach some predefined goal. Cultural algorithms specially designed to model the living
and/or intelligent society including human. But it is equally applicable to other non social
search problems like Constraint Satisfaction or Optimization problem.

In this research thesis an extension to the cultural algorithm framework has been
proposed and theorized. Therefore in this section of the survey a detailed investigation on
various aspects of Cultural Algorithm has been presented. The survey criteria include
origin, philosophy & ideology, anatomy, design methodology, comparison with other
evolutionary algorithms and practical application in industry.

2.3.1 Origin
The Cultural Algorithm (CA) was originally developed by Robert Reynolds in 1979. The
algorithm itself is population based and therefore inherited many of the similarities from
other population based algorithms like Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO). Like ACO and PSO, CA is also inspired by the biological
and social phenomenon, but takes an alternate approach by introducing the notion of
culture into that. In [Reynolds 1992] the authors showed that the cultural evolution can
take place as much as 10 times faster than the evolution of biological components. This
puts CA into the front seat compare to ACO and PSO. The CA framework uses two set of
population at the same time. The first is analogous to the populations of other
evolutionary algorithms. The second one is unique to the CA framework and is known as
15

the belief space or cultural space. In CA evolution actually takes place in both set of
population and evolution in one affects the other. The structure of CA makes it possible
to simulate.

Cultural Algorithms allows inclusion of ideology and standard parts of other evolutionary
algorithms like Genetic Algorithm (GA), ACO and PSO. In fact CA actually employs GA
methodologies for representing its populations. In [Xue 2007] a hybrid algorithm with
GA and CA is presented. In [Coelho 2006] PSO was used within CA framework.

2.3.2 Anatomy and Design Methodology
Like other population based algorithm Cultural Algorithm (CA) has its own structural
components. It has clearly defined set of operators and population component. Following
diagram shows the basic CA framework.
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Figure 4: Cultural Algorithm Framework [Reynolds 2002]

The population space consists of the autonomous entities or Agents of the problem being
modeled. The agents are equipped with a set of strategy or knowledge or beliefs. The
Belief Space is an average or trend of those Knowledges or strategies available in the
population space, reflecting the culture of the Agents. Unlike other evolutionary models,
in CA evolution takes place both in the population and cultural space through continuous
communication. The communication mechanism is implemented by two components;
namely the Acceptance and the Influence function. The first one percept the evolution in
the population and accordingly updates the belief space to reflect the evolved culture.
And the second one constantly provides feedback into the population to conform to the
belief space. The CA also has similar operations like Genetic Algorithm (GA), like
operators to reproduce and modify. The Reproduce function creates the new generation of
population and the modify function causes mutation or changes into the new generation.
Like GA, CA also has an Objective or evaluation function to identify the optimal state of
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the system, this is known as the performance function. The complete cultural algorithm
pseudo code is presented in the following figure

t = 0;

Initialize Population POP(t);
Initialize Belief Space BLFft);
repent
Evaluate Population POP(t);
AdJust(BLF(t), Accept(POP(t)));
Adjust(BLF(t));
Vanation(POP(t)from POP(t-l));
until termination condition achieved
End
Figure 5: Cultural Algorithm pseudo code from [Reynolds 2002]

The CA framework is specially suitable for a.) Complex Optimization problems where a
significant

amount of domain knowledge is available, b.) Complex system

implementation where evolution takes place in different rates at different levels, c.)
Knowledge exists in different forms and must be analyzed differently. Depending on the
problem domain the design of the CA framework could start either in population space or
the belief space depending on which is more constrained by the problem specification. In
practical scenario they are actually developed incrementally one at a time iteratively. In
order to build the population space the model variables and constants must be identified
first. And the solution criteria must be defined in terms of this variables or parameters.
This constitutes the Objective or Performance function. For each of the model parameters
the corresponding update influence function must be implemented so that belief space
can communicate with population space through them.

In order to implement the belief space the knowledge must be categorized and
formalized. For each of the categories an update function must be implemented so that
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the belief space can percept the population space and can apply the necessary
modification to itself. The formalization and categorization of knowledge is elaborated in
the following section. A complete design methodology of CA can be found in [Reynolds
2002]. Many researchers actually used the framework in slightly different way and in
combination with other techniques. A later section presents few of such applications'
papers.

2.3.3 Knowledge Representation and Category
The knowledge formulation in CA depends primarily on the problem domain. CA
borrows many of its knowledge formulation needs from Genetic Algorithm (GA).
Therefore knowledges mostly implemented as the strings of Is and 0s, where each bit or
set of bits corresponds to piece of knowledge conforming to the problem domain.
Embedding the GA formulation into CA allows hybridization of both; and CA can benefit
from the well defined operators of GA like mutation, reproduction etc. In [Xue 2007] the
authors presented GA based CA to optimize single pick and multi-pick function
optimization problem,. They concluded that the hybrid approach converges faster than
traditional CA alone.

As CA separates the population from the beliefs it allows integration of multiple
categories of knowledge. An adequate set of knowledge patterns has been identified in
[Peng 2004]. they are as follows:
•

Normative Knowledge: Provides a set of standards or range for the variables or
parameters within which maximum fitness is expected

•

Situational knowledge: A set of parameter values that has been proven successful
so far within the model simulation
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•

Topographic Knowledge: A spatial feature of the model. Provides guidance to the
model parameters or variables as to what value they must assume within a
particular search area of the problem domain.

•

Domain Knowledge: This is the knowledge that is generated from the problem
domain and may be specific and applicable only to that kind of problems. For
example in a mathematical function optimization type of problem the maximum
possible value of a free parameter (x, y, z etc. ) can be used as a domain
knowledge.

•

Historic Knowledge: This is a record of past events in the simulation. The event
may involve change in the set of Normative or Topographic knowledge. It can also
work as record keeper of previous strategies that were successful at some past
point of time in the simulation.

The ability to adopt multiple set of knowledge in the belief space allows CA to easily
model complex social system where knowledge may exist in any of the above mentioned
forms. [Peng 2003] and [Peng 2004] launches a thorough investigation on these
categories of knowledge and conclude that the amalgamation of all these knowledge sets
in right combination may result in quick convergence of the CA. These papers also
pointed out how each category can affect the others to evolve. Like Situational
Knowledge may encourage the Normative Knowledge to set a lower range limit for a
associated parameters and thus decreasing the size of the search space. Topographic
knowledge helps identify the local optima and Historic knowledge may allow roll back of
the system in case it gets stuck in local optima. The usage of multiple knowledge sources
can also be found in [Kobti 2006a], [Kobti 2005] where Normative, Situational and
Historic Knowledges have been used.
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2.3.4 Cultural algorithm, GA and PSO
The unique framework of CA allows it to combine or include other methodologies into it
creating a hybrid system. The ACO and PSO therefore have been used into it in several
occasion. Popular components of ACO and PSO like mutation, Objective functions have
been used within CA framework in several research studies. In [Coelho 2006] the authors
proposed a PSO where CA is used to generate the population space. The paper presented
optimization problem for a multivariate function. The PSO algorithm is mainly driven by
Normative Knowledge, the CA is employed to extract the Domain Knowledge from the
evolution process which in turn helps the PSO to shrink the search space and to converge
quickly.

The use of Genetic Algorithm (GA) in Cultural Algorithms is even significant. GA is
considered to be the pioneer in the population based evolutionary algorithm and
influences all popular techniques like CA, PSO and ACO. An application of GA in CA
can be found in [Xue 2007]. In [Jin 1999] Evolutionary Programming is used along with
Cultural Algorithms to solve non linear constraint Optimization Problems. The authors
devised and tested different versions of the approach in the paper and concluded that the
hybrid approach is specially suitable for problems where very little constraint knowledge
is available and can be learned along the course of the algorithm.

2.3.5 Cultural Algorithm in Social Simulations
The diversity of knowledge representation, reasoning at different level, evolution at
multiple levels, hybridization with other evolutionary algorithms make the Cultural
Algorithm framework perfect for Social Simulations. The diverse categories of entities,
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multiple strategies and view points that are observed on complex social structures can be
modeled in different part of the CA Framework. Cultural Algorithm along with multiagent modeling scheme can lead to an efficient tool to analyze the emergent social
phenomenon. Few of such papers are discussed follows.

In [Kobti 2003] authors tried to understand the weaknesses in the social structure of the
pre-Hispanic Pueblo (Anasazi) peoples who left large portions of their territories in the
late A.D. 1200s and migrated or disappeared. The work was done on top of the model
developed by [Kohler 2000]. The authors introduced the notion of social structure into
the population space by defining Marriage/Re-Marriage Rules, formation of households
and association and link among households. In the population space the agents or
households are associated with each other by means of strong links and weak links. In a
small region households are connected by strong links where household in the distant
regions are connected to local region by weak links. The propagation of knowledge,
information and commodity were strong through the strong links but weak along the
weak links. The test result of the simulation shows that a larger move radius due to
drought, rainfall or other climate effect could resulted in reduction of the weak links
among the households and produced a less complex social network that might lead to
their extinction.

[Kobti 2005] reuses the concept of social network again on the same problem domain as
[Kobti 2003]. In the social model a new component called the Economic Network has
been included and the concept of hunting to meet protein requirement of the settlement
has been introduced. The agents form a kinship network and an economic network
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through which protein exchange can take place. Early work on this series of research
explored the climate change issues on the settlers' disappearance while in this new study a
new parameter: the protein resource has been included. The scarcity of the prey due to the
climate change and its effect in the economic network of population is modeled and
tested. The author concluded that the acquisition of protein might worked as a stressor
component leading to the settlers migration. [Reynolds 2005] is also a related paper on
the same social model.

In [Kobti 2006a] and [Kobti 2006b] a Child Safety model has been presented that
exploits similar social network to propagate child seat knowledge among the driver
agents. The effect of 2 different networks: a kinship network and a neighbourhood
network has been tested in this papers. The objective of this modeling was to improve the
percept of the Drivers' child seat knowledge by identifying various parameters that affect
it.

2.3.6 Other Applications of CA
The application of Cultural Algorithm has also been made in other non-traditional
computational field of research. Following are the few of such categories.
•

Web Services: [Reynolds 2003] presents a CA based approach to optimize the
web based searching methods. The researchers build the population space of the
CA by including the searches that the users does and the corresponding results
along with annotations are used to build the Belief space. The evolution of the
population is done by employing genetic operators and genetic programming to
acquire and refine meaningful semantics out of the queries. The objective of the
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application is to provide search result more meaningful with respect to the users
search criterion.
•

Manufacturing: In Ford Motor company [Rychtyckyj 2002] presents a semantic
network based application called Direct Labor Management System (DLMS) to
be re-engineered to accommodate the dynamic changes in the business
environment of the company. The DLMS is data rich application that must be
reasoned with to maximize the productivity in the Assembly plants. The authors
devised two separate techniques top-down and bottom-up re-engineering. The
first one assumes the same semantic structure as the DLMS and uses Cultural
Algorithms evolutionary results to mine the Domain Knowledge. In the other
approach an alternate of the DLMS algorithm is built from the scratch and CA
was employed to identify appropriate knowledge which act as a feedback to
remodel the DLMS framework.

•

Business/Economics [Ostrowski 2004] presents Multi-Agent based CA framework
that simulates the behaviour of Customers during recessive economic period. The
knowledge could be utilized in the industry to optimize its benefit during such
period.
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3. Problem Specification and Methodology

3.1 The intervention framework
The particular problem that has been investigated in this research thesis is to investigate
the effect of external influence into the belief space of a cultural algorithm. According to
[Reynolds 2006] the cultural framework consists of two major components the population
space and the belief space. Apart from these there exist two principle operators called
influence function and acceptance function. In this research we took this basic framework
and modified it according to the following diagram
Cultural Al^fithni'FfamaWork with provision for external influence by means of Inteivention

Belief Space

Extrenal Influence
or Intervention

;

"

Influence functions
~ • s

;

Influence functions

;

" -s

~

*" '
Acceptance functions

Population Space

Figure 6: Cultural Algorithm Framework with provision for intervention

The external influence represents a secondary influence function that can trigger a
change in the population space and during the course of the algorithm the belief space
will eventually become aware of this external knowledge and the influenced culture will
become a part of the culture of the system.
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One of the practical reasoning behind the construction of such framework is to mimic the
real, socially active and intelligent entities and to analyze the effect of intervention (or
external influence) to change the culture of the society for betterment. In chapter 4 an
implementation of such a framework has been outlined.

Another useful application of such framework would be in the field of constraint
satisfaction and optimization problems, which actually the natural realm of population
based algorithms including the cultural algorithm. A complex system could be intervened
with new external information or heuristics to better guide the algorithm toward global
optima.

3.2 Characteristics and anatomy of the Intervention framework
In this research the developed cultural framework has some significant characteristics and
there also exists some assumptions. The framework was built specifically to be suitable
for intelligent social beings like human. Therefore exploring human cultural behavior and
analysis and improvement of certain cultural norm could be one of the prime usability of
the research outcome. Following are the few important characteristics of the Framework
and its related components.
(a) Population: The population consists of intelligent reactive agents.
(b) Social Networking: The agents in the population are bound in an intricate social
network and capable of communication in local and global level.
(c) Belief Space: The belief space consists of multiple set of strategies or knowledge
including situational, historical and normative knowledge.
(d) The framework is capable of enabling or disabling any number of knowledge in
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the belief space,
(e) Intervention: The intervention mechanism is implemented as a secondary but
independent belief space which may influence the population in limited number
of times.

3.2.1 Population Space
The bulk of any population based algorithms are the population itself. The structure and
formulation of the population hence play a major role in the overall design of any
population based algorithms. From cultural algorithm's point of view the population
space represents the strategies that actually exist in the population level. Over the course
of the algorithm the population adapts new strategies and evolves until they reach a
global optima. On the other hand from the multi-agent simulations' point of view the
population represents the set of Agents that carry out certain workload of the whole
system. When applied to real world entities the Agents also encapsulates additional
characteristics corresponding to their real world analogues. For example in ant colony
based simulations the agents are the ants and they show some real world features like
pheromone deposition and such. The Intervention Cultural Framework that being
presented in this research is specially built for socially active entities and therefore in
addition to their basic strategies they are also made equipped with other social behaviour.
Such behaviour includes but not limited to the following:
a) Inter agent communication and collaboration.
b) Situational instinct to adopt better strategies.
c) Self organizational techniques.
d) Autonomous Agency.
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In a.) the agents can locally communicate with its associates to find new strategies. This
is achieved through a set of Social Networks which is discussed in detail in the following
subsection with its own title. In b.) the agents are made reactive, which means an agent
can react immediately to any certain change in its external and internal environment and
can start learning new strategies to cope with the new situation. In c.) the agents tend to
work in co-operation with its neighbors or associated subgroup to improve local
strategies. In d.) Agents are also autonomous meaning that an agent may act solely on its
own instinct or strategies without caring about other agents.

The agent entities in this framework are built considering 2 major point of views one
from the point of view of the CA framework and the other from the multi-agent
simulation's perspective. Though CA itself is a form of multi-agent based evolutionary
algorithm, The distinctions are necessary. From the first perspective the agents are just a
set of strategies and we apply the Cultural Algorithm to carry out the evolutionary
mechanism of the framework. And from the second perspective we treat the entities as
the Agents as in the agent of a complex multi agent society. And from this second
perspective agents contains more behavior and subcomponents. This allows agents to
model their real world counterparts more precisely.

3.2.2 Social networks
The Cultural framework in this research project makes use of the social network of the
agents in the population space. This is a comprehensive extension of the framework along
with the intervention mechanism. Each social network among the agents actually
represents a form of relationship of the agents. And yes it is possible to form multiple
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relationships among agents through different kind of networks. The existence of such
network or relationship is necessary when it comes to simulate artificial agents which
corresponds to real world entities. Intelligent social beings like bees, ants or human
mostly adheres to some kind of relationship in the society and an agent may influence
other agents in its network. In the basic CA framework agents are globally influenced by
the belief space. But in this framework the influence can be done through the extended
intervention mechanism or it can even come through the networks. So it is possible for an
agent to learn new strategies from other agents in its networks.

The Social Network enables the agents in the population space to communicate more
effectively and depending on the situation they may work co-operatively to improve any
local strategy. The knowledge propagation through the network has been investigated
extensively in the research implementation in chapter 4. The over all effect of such
network is expected to result in quick convergence of the system.

3.2.3 Belief Space
In Cultural Framework the Belief space represents the culture of the artificial population.
In the current intervention framework this concept was adopted without any alteration. At
the same time provision for multiple categories of knowledge has been made. In the
reference implementation of chapter 4 Situational knowledge, Domain knowledge and
Historic knowledge have been tested.

3.2.4 Intervention
Intervention is one of the major extensions that feature the current research
implementation of the extended CA framework. The hypothesis behind the extension is
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that it may be possible to externally influence the culture of the population to motivate
the agents to adopt new strategy quickly. The concept actually sprung from the
intervention carried out by social workers to educate people on different social issues. For
example researchers' at the school of Nursing at the University of Windsor, Ontario have
been conducting population based surveys and

interventions to increase parents'

knowledge of correct use of child seats in vehicles. In this artificial simulation framework
similar strategies were mimicked, implemented and tested to achieve a cultural shift in
the artificial population to change the cultural belief of the people. If successfully
implemented, this altered framework could become a useful tool for health care
researchers to devise strategies to conduct their survey, identify social parameters that
affect peoples' culture more effectively, roll out potential techniques to motivate people to
adopt new cultural norms quickly. Any social agendas carried out by today's modern
social workers are always multi-dimensional in nature and there is always an immense
number of financial, emotional and socio-economic parameters involved. In order to
point out specific parameters with significant effect and their magnitude of effect could
be understood and analyzed using such Intervention framework.

3.3 The Algorithm
The original algorithm as depicted in the following figure is devised by Reynolds [2002].
In this research implementation the original algorithm has been substantially changed to
accommodate the Intervention mechanism and the social networks.
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Begin
t = 0;
Initialize Population POPft);
Initialize BeliefSpace BLFft);
repeat
Evaluate Population POP(t);
Adjust(BLFft), Accept(POP(t)));
Adjust(BLF(t)J;
Variation(POP(t) from POP(t-l));
tmtS termination condition achieved
End
Figure 7: The Basic Cultural Algorithm [Reynolds 2002]
The Basic Cultural Algorithm consists of the following major functions
a) Reproduction Function: Evaluates the new set of population by adjusting or
mutating the previous population set
b) Influence Function: The belief space or the global culture influence all or few of
the population to adopt new strategies
c) Acceptance Function: Updates or Adjusts the belief space to reflect the culture of
the new population.
d) Performance Function: Measures the quality of the strategies adopted by the new
generation.

The four components along with the Population Space and Belief Space is presented in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8: The Cultural Algorithm Framework [Reynolds 2002]

The Influence function and Acceptance function together form a set of communication
protocol between the Population and its Culture. The belief space influences the
population space by the influence function, or another way to put it is to say that agents
adopt cultural norm using the influence function. On the other hand as the population
evolves the overall culture of the agents changes and this change integrated into the belief
space by means of the acceptance function. The performance function measures the
overall performance or quality of the population.

In the proposed intervention framework the original one is altered as depicted by figure 9.
The only differences are the inclusion of the intervention space and the intervention
function. The altered algorithm is presented in Figure 10.
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Begin
t=0;
Initialize Population POP(t);
Initialize Belief Space BLF(t);
rep cut
Evaluate Population POP(t);
Adjust(BLF(t), Accept(POP(t)));
Adjust(BLF(t));
Variation(POP(t) from POP(t-l));
fffi = intervention tune) then
Inten'ime.(Accept(POPW} ;
until termination condition achieved

Ena
Figure 10: Altered Cultural algorithm with Intervention

The algorithm in figure 10 includes an additional if block inside the loop. It causes the
Intervention space to intervene into the population space at some predefined (or
dynamically defined) time. The intervention is carried out using the intervention function
which is similar to the influence function but causes the information to flow from
Intervention space instead of the belief space.
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4. Case Study
In order to verify the proposed framework in chapter 3 and the hypothesis outlined in
chapter 1 it is necessary to build a framework around some real computational model. It
is also important to identify the actual nature of the various components of the framework
in order to make it a robust framework applicable to any specialized model. Therefore a
health care research model has been selected to demonstrate the various aspects of the
model. In this chapter the design and implementation of the cultural model has been
presented in detail. The model conforms to the intervention framework as outlined in
chapter 3. It is implemented using the popular multi-agent simulation toolkit Repast
under Java platform. The model has been thoroughly investigated for different variant in
terms of knowledge base, social network, performance functions

and agent

characteristics. The following sections in this chapter are organized as follows:
•

The background of the health care research study that this reference
implementation models.

•

The motivation of the health care researchers towards a computer model.

•

The complete design of the reference model and rationales for the design.

•

In depth analysis of various component of the Intervention Framework.

•

A detailed section on Knowledge representation and categorization.

•

The testing scheme and parameters & functions considered to carry out the tests

The test results, their significance and detailed discussion are presented in the next
chapter
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4.1 Child Safety Research Background
The school of nursing at the University of Windsor is working to improve the children's
safety in vehicles. The research was pioneered by Dr. Anne Snowdon, her colleagues and
students. Their major objectives were to understand and/or measure the factors that lead
to increased child fatality due to road accidents, parents knowledge and understanding of
the risks children face when traveling in vehicles, and ways to improve their knowledge to
keep their children safe in vehicles. Identifying the factors affecting how parents make
decisions to restrain their child in vehicles is considered to be a critical goal to achieve
any success in their research programs. Road crash is the leading cause of child fatality in
Canada and also in the USA, despite all the advanced technologies adopted by vehicle
and car seat manufacturers. This problem is even more intense in other countries
specially the developing ones. Some US based research [Weber 2000] showed that the
child death on the highways can be reduced by as much as 74% just by properly using the
child safety restraints. And fatal injuries can be minimized by 67%. In North American
cities the availability of well designed car seats are adequate but still the fatality is way
over any expected rate. According to a report from Transport Canada 2003 annually
15,000 Canadians under the age of 14 become the victim of highway accidents. Though
there is legislation for car seat usage already in effect in Canada, the high rate of child
fatality continues in the Country.

In order to discover the facts the researchers conducted several school based surveys since
1997. The primary objective of these surveys was to identify the reasons behind the
crashes by measuring parents and drivers perception of use of child safety seats for their
children. The goal was to identify effective strategies to improve the perceptions by
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interactive intervention and implementation of improved legislation and policies.
According to [Snowdon 2005] & [Biagioli 2002] a survey performed in 4 Ontario cities
reveals that more than 80% Canadian parents use safety seats for their children; which is
impressive but only 20% of them do so correctly. The survey reveals widespread misuse
of child seats. The misuse of seats includes the follows
•

Safety restraints used incorrectly, child is not seated in the correct seat for weight
and height.

•

Child seats are installed incorrectly.

•

Child's seat transition to large seats is improper in terms of his/her changing
height, weight and age.

The car seat belts are designed only for adult passengers and do not provide adequate
support for children under the age of 12. But the surveys reveal a significant proportion of
the age group 8-12 years are using only seat belts. For infants under the age of 12 months
the child seat must be placed rear facing. Infants seated forward facing can experience
severe and life threatening neck injuries, even in minor collisions. The most prevalent
misuse is found in school aged children where as few as 28% of children in Canada are
using booster seats while traveling in vehicles (Snowdon et al, 2006). School aged
children in Canada are more likely to die in road crashes compared to other age groups
due to the prevalent use of seat belts rather than booster seats. Despite three Canadian
provinces having booster seat legislation, the rates of booster seats continue to remain
very low in Canada. Intervention studies have been conducted to test the effectiveness of
educational strategies in increasing parent's knowledge and use of safety systems for their
children in vehicles. Education and Awareness Programs have been found to improve
parents' knowledge of correct use of child seats, particularly knowledge of booster seat
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use. The improvement of the parents knowledge of correct child seat use was also
measured repeatedly for one year to examine the nature of the intervention required. In
fact periodical intervention has been proven to be an effective way to educate the parents.

4.2 The essence of Computer Modeling
The surveys and intervention carried out by the health care researchers generated huge
amount of data. The data provided valuable insight into the child safety issues when
statistically analyzed. The statistical outcome of the survey projects helped the
researchers realize the actual scenario of the test group which includes but not limited to
the following
•

The trend of the population towards the child safety measures

•

The level of child safety knowledge of the parents

•

The rate of misuse and proper use of child seats

•

The critical issues of child seat usage that needs particular attention

Though the survey and intervention methodologies are necessary and very effective they
suffer the following drawbacks.
•

The surveys are very expensive in terms of time, money and the size of the test
cases

•

The statistical data and its outcome insights only into the surveyed locations

•

The merit of the survey closely depends on the prepared questionnaire which is
built using only known factors that are believed to affect child safety. It is very
difficult to identify new factors using the surveys. On the other hand large
questionnaire results in lower test cases because of poor level of participation
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from the population and the statistical outcome becomes insignificant.
•

The statistical surveys produce a static scenario of the population which in reality
a dynamic and complex one

•

It is very difficult to identify how the economic, social, educational and regional
background of the population affects the child safety knowledge. In short the
effect of culture all together is difficult to identify.

•

Statistical data fell short explaining the dynamic and evolutionary nature of the
society and its culture.

•

Though statistical data produces a clear distribution of the population in terms of
known parameters and issues, it fails to identify any unknown parameters if any.
Therefore it is easy to identify how the car seats are being used but difficult to
come up with an effective plan to improve the perception of the parents and to
understand why parents making those choices.

Though the intervention and surveys are unavoidable and necessary, due to the above
mentioned shortcomings their frequency becomes limited. On the other hand the
performed surveys revealed that the choices made by the parents are multidimensional in
nature and driven by cultural and even emotional parameters. The researchers quickly
realized the need for an artificially intelligent Computer Model built on top of real time
surveyed data that will be able to predict the effect of any number of logical or physical
parameter in the artificial environment. This will allow to experiment the effect of any
new parameter or issue into the model. The envisioned model must have the following
characteristics
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•

A realistic model that very closely reflects the actual real life scenario

•

Scalable and applicable to a wide range of population Demography

•

Take into consideration the populations' financial, educational, ethnic and other
cultural backgrounds

•

An evolutionary model that learns over time and evolves.

•

A representation of driver's knowledge on child safety issues.

•

Make use of the available survey data efficiently and allows testing and
verification against it.

•

Allow graphic and visual presentation of geographic, spatial and statistical data.

•

Allows quick integration of new feature, parameter or logical construct or view
point into the model

The primary objective of such model is to allow the health care researchers to quickly
identify any critical issue without actually doing any real survey. The goal is to guide the
actual ongoing surveys to be more efficient by highlighting important factors prior to the
survey. In post survey session the statistical output of the survey will in turn work as a
feedback to the model. Therefore the survey data and model data will compliment each
other.

The life cycle of the model is a continuous one. It is built on the available data and then
tested against those data or any alternate data. This provides a validation of the model.
Once the model is validated it can be used as a production level tool for more insight and
prediction on specific issues. One of the advantages of such usages is that it would allow
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more accurate and effective survey techniques and intervention methods. In later stage the
model could be extended or altered to include new research strategies and then again
could be validated and tested before put into any production use. The complete expected
life cycle of the model is depicted in the following diagram.

Test and validate the model
with original and alternate
set of data

t

Satisfied

Not satisfactory
Next iteration with new features and

Figure 11: The life cycle of the child vehicle safety model

4.3 Design and Formulation of Cultural Framework
In order to satisfy the modeling goals of the health care researchers the school of
computer science and school of nursing at the University of Windsor launched a joint
project. After reviewing different aspects of the required model a Multi Agent Based
modeling was finalized. The cultural algorithm with some alteration is included into the
model to introduce the notion of culture and cultural practice in the population. An
evolutionary model framework like cultural algorithm is expected to better suit the
dynamic aspect of the driver's behaviour. The theoretical ideology and structural design
of the model is done according to the framework specification as outlined in chapter 3.
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In the following subsections a thorough design methodology in terms of model's
environmental components, parameters and functionality is presented.

4.3.1 Repast: The Environment
Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit or Repast is a simulation framework that
provides excellent set of API to build agent based simulation easily and rapidly. The tool
is fully object-oriented and available in multiple platforms like Microsoft .Net, Java and
Python. The tool specially designed to simulate models involving living social beings or
entities. Other than developing agent based simulations it also suitable for network
analysis and visual description of algorithms, programs and concepts. Though Repast is
available in multiple flavours, this model is built entirely on the Java Platform
implementation of the tool namely Repast J 3.0. It is an integrated simulation
development framework that provides almost all the necessary constructs (Java API) to
develop maintain and run simulations. In any kind of simulation-software development
the developers need some common functionalities like

•

Display features for visual impact and demonstration of the simulation.

•

Charts and graphs to capture the outcome of the simulation visually.

•

Scientific methods/functions like random number generation, statistical analysis,
mathematical tools, Property manipulation.

•

Event handling during the course of simulation

Repast provides all of the above mentioned features and even goes beyond. For example
the support for working with GIS data and library support for genetic algorithm and
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neural networks makes Repast one of the most powerful tool of its kind. Using the
framework support of Repast the developers can quickly build the base for their
simulation and can spent more time on developing the domain specific implementation of
the simulation, thus maximizing the productivity of the development process.
Repast J is fully object oriented platform and it capitalizes the flexibility of Java platform
to its fullest. Any Java API that meets the domain requirement of the simulations can
easily be integrated with the Repast platform and can be deployed with the simulation.
Since Repast J is an open source software the users can also modify its behavior in any
way they want. The features of repast are briefly described in the following subsections.

Origin: Repast is an open source software primarily developed by Sallach, Collier,
Howe, North and others [Collier 2003] at the University of Chicago and later maintained
by Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). Currently it is maintained by non profit
Organization Repast Organization for Architecture and Development (ROAD). Repast
borrows many of its features from swarm, another agent simulation toolkit that laid down
the conceptual foundation for many of today's simulation software.

Describing the Model: The model in a simulation is actually the environment of the
Agents. The Agents percept the changes in the model and reacts accordingly. There are
multiple ways to implement the concept of Model in Repast. The simplest way is to
extend the class SimpleModel in the uchicago.src.sim.engine package. And override few
of the methods in that class to build the agents and to schedule and other necessary
things. But in order to build more complex models the developers must implement the
Interface SimModel in the package uchicago.src.sim.engine. Repast also provides a
partial implementation class for this interface namely SimModellmpl in the same
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package. Models written according to this specification is fairly easy and can be plugged
into the Repast platform with no difficulty.

Describing the Agent: Agents are the key entities in any agent based simulation.
Depending on the type of the simulation the behavior and characteristics of the agents
can vary. In a particular simulation the agents can co-operate or not co-operate with each
other, an agent can have a location or address associated with it, an agent may be
networked or linked with other agents in some way, and an agent can have its own set of
knowledge and experience, agents can be in a master slave relation ship and many more.
Repast provides flexible template classes to simulate most of these patterns in agents.

Describing spatial relationship among Agents: In many cases the agents in a
simulation are related in some sort of spatial relation where each agent may be connected
to multiple agents in certain direction and orientation. In order to simulate these kind of
relationship Repast provides out of box tool called the spaces. Object2D, Object2Dtorus
are few of the classes that help simulate these relationships.

Displays and Charts: Any simulation is meant to analyze some sort of data or
parameter. For example in constraint satisfaction or optimization type of problem the
researchers may be interested in the changes or the pattern of changes of some constraint
variable of the simulation. In order to make proper sense out of the output values
graphical and diagrammatic representation of the result is necessary. Repast provides out
of the box API support to capture the results by means of Histograms, Bar charts, Graphs
and Plots.
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Action Handling: In a simulation world the developers must be able to change the course
of the simulation or to measure the effect of any event that changes the course of the
simulation. These events have to occur at some predefined or random point of the time
depending on the simulation. Controlling the number of such events and their sequence
of occurrences is again a prime concern of the simulators. Repast J 3.0 provides excellent
set of Java classes that do the task superbly. The uchicago.src.sim.engine.BasicAction
and uchicago.src.sim.engine.Schedule are the two major classes that implement the
events and schedule them respectively.

Running a simulation: Repast J not only helps develop the simulation but also provides
a runtime environment for the simulation by means of intuitive user interface and
property descriptor dialog. After developing and deploying the simulation (most likely in
a form of Java archive file) the simulation can be loaded, run and probed through the user
interface. Using the intuitive VCR buttons user can easily start, stop and pause the
simulation. The Property's dialog provides easy manipulation of the simulation
parameters.

Though GUI based simulation interaction is nice it slows down the simulation
considerably because of all the book keeping job the CPU must perform to render the
Graphics. To solve this problem Repast J also provides batch run; where the user can run
the simulation from the command prompt (just like any simple Java application) without
any UI and can later capture the output in text files or any other convenient format.

Other Advanced API Supports: Other than above mentioned fundamental simulation
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specific API Repast J also provides API for some advanced technologies and algorithms.
One of such example is the API for genetic algorithms. Another excellent piece of API is
the support for GIS data. In order to make life easier Repast also includes some third
party open source API like the colt library for scientific computation. The support for
additional library support is not limited to the above mentioned set. Any Java based API
that meets the developers' specific need can easily be plugged into the Repast platform
without any hassle.

4.3.2 The Object Oriented Design of the Child Safety Model
The first step of the design was to identify the necessary entities and components of the
model and define relationship and association among themselves. According to the object
oriented design methodology this components are encapsulated into classes. The Major
entities identified are as follows
•

Model: Provides the environment of the agents. Repast provides a few
specification and implementation classes to capture the notion of a Model. The
model class is AutoSimModel that extends the Repast framework class
SimModellmpl.

•

Person: Includes the concept of an adult Person. Many demographic
characteristics like sex, age, income level, ethnicity has been captured into this
class.

•

Child: This is an extension class to the Person class and represents the child entity
conceptually. Different parameter of a child relating to its safety issue on the
highway is put together into this class. Age, Weight, Height, list of applicable
child seats in use are few of this parameters.
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•

Family/Household: A collection of persons and child that constitutes a Family.
The social structure of the model is implemented through this class.

•

Driver: Represents the intelligent socially active agent of the Model. From the
cultural algorithm point of view a collection of the instances of this class forms
the population space of the Cultural framework. It implements the repast interface
Stepable for seamless integration into the repast model.

•

ChildSeatKnowledge: This represents the percept of Driver (or Agent) about child
safety knowledge. The knowledge representation aspect of the Model is
implemented by this class. The implementation detail of this class follows shortly.

•

BeliefSpace: Implements the Belief Space component of the Cultural Algorithm
Framework. This class accommodates different category of knowledge and
provides functionalities to influence the population (or the drivers).

The complete UML class diagram of the Model is presented in the following figure 12
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Figure 12: The Class Diagram of the Child Safety Model

4.3.3 Population Space
The population space of the model is implemented as a collection of Household or
Family. Where each family is intuitively a collection of adult persons and children. The
agent entities are the adult persons of the family. From a cultural algorithm point view the
knowledge or percept of each agent actually forms the population space. Each instance of
the knowledge is also referred as the corresponding agent's strategy. As the simulation
goes forward the strategies improve or expected to improve through cultural evolution and
intervention. Many other related terms like knowledge representation, performance of the
strategies plays a significant role and their description follows shortly.
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4.3.4 Social Network
This model extends the basic cultural algorithm in two ways; as described in Chapter 3.
One of the extension is the introduction of the social networks. The social networks
describe one or more ways that an agent can relate itself to other agents. Each pair of
related agents can communicate through their network channels. This way agents are
equipped with additional means to upgrade or even downgrade their strategies. The
rationale of such scheme into the population space derived from the survey strategies
adopted by the health care researchers. During the intervention and survey studies the
source of the subjects' child seat knowledge was investigated. The social network is
expected to provide an artificial mean to measure the effectiveness of different knowledge
source into the population space.

At this reference implementation two networks have been tested. One is the
neighbourhood network and the other is the kinship network. In the first one each agent is
realized as a neighbor of one or more agents. In order to drive the notion of
neighbourhood the concept of address or location is introduced. Therefore the population
is placed in a 2d Map and each agent is assigned with an x,y co-ordinate to identify its
location. For any given agent its neighbours are considered to be the 5 closest agents in
each of the 4 directions e.g. North, West etc. Therefore each agent can have at most 20
neighbours. The kinship network defines each agent's kins. For an Agent its kins are
considered to be its parents, spouse and spouses parents. The diagram in Figure 13 shows
a 2d map of Agents' distribution and an Agent and its neighbours and kins
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Figure 13: Spatial distribution of the agent. Inset shows an agent and its
associated agents, namely the neighbours and Kins

The effect of social network has been tested thoroughly for this implementation . The
testing and validation section in chapter 5 elaborates on this.

4.3.5 Knowledge Representation
The knowledge structure and its representation play a significant role in Cultural
Algorithm. The concept of knowledge is also referred as strategy that each agent must be
equipped with to cope with the environment. In most of the Cultural Algorithm Scenario
the goal is to improve the populations' knowledge or strategy to optimize the systems
global output or performance. Therefore the formalization of knowledge and its
performance measurement is a key factor. With respect to this child safety model the
knowledge refers to the percept of the drivers' about child safety which in turn implies
their knowledge of proper child seat usage. One of the major objectives of this model is to
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improve the drivers' percept on this issue by analyzing and identifying the factors that
affects their decisions.

The following paragraphs outline the key considerations towards the implementation of
Child Seat Knowledge. The scientific explanations and rationales are adopted

from

different standard sources like Transport Canada, National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) of the USA, Child health related texts including [Wong 2004].

The seat assignment of child into a vehicle primarily depends on 3 factors, its Age,
Weight and Height. The importance of each factor again varies according to the child's
age group or weight group. Therefore the percept of an individual is categorized under
these 3 factors, the percept in terms of weight, height and age. These 3 percepts together
forms the overall knowledge of an individual agent. Again on each category the seat
assignment depends on the child's age, weight or height range respectively. For example a
child under 12 months must go into rear facing child seat where a child over 12 months
and under 48 months may go into a forward facing seat or a booster seat. Therefore the
seat assignment in turn can be classified under different category. Similarly Weight
percept has such classification and so does the Height percept. Another important criteria
other than seat assignment is the location of the seat in the car.

Considering this pattern then it is formalized that each agent has a set of 3 percepts
respectively in terms of Age, Weight and Height of the child. Each category of percept
again contains multiple set of secondary percepts depending on the range of unit of the
child on that category (e.g. Age, Weight or Height category). The secondary percepts are
implemented as the class KnowledgeCell. The formal definition of Knowledge is
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presented in the following diagram (Figure 14).
Knmvteitge Strm-tore;= set qfKtmvtettge Cell?
Kitmvledge Ceil := <
Imwr range, the lower unit for this range
tipper range, the upper unit for this range
T, a list ofseat types
£, a list of seat location
'*•>-.*

Figure 14: The formal definition of child seat knowledge.

For this implementation 5 different types of child seats and 5 types of seat locations are
considered. The child seats are:
•

Rear Facing Seat

•

Forward Facing Seat

•

Booster Seat

•

Seat belt

•

On Lap

And the Seat Locations are:
•

front seat

•

back middle

•

back side

•

center middle

•

center side

According to this scheme If a person thinks or knows that a child weighing between [41
lb-81 lb) may use a seat belt or booster seat and can be located in any seat other than the
front seat than this perception can be represented as follows
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ISnmitfgfige Celt :=
*c
41,
SI,
{Booster, seat belt},
{back mitWe, back sale, center muffle, center stile}

Figure 15: An example instance of KnowledgeCell

As long as implementation is concerned the T and L values are actually strings of l's and
O's where length of T is 5 (since there are 5 different types of seat) and length of L is also
5 (for 5 different locations). Therefore logically we have the follows:
• If (some one has a choice of rear facing seat) T[0] = " 1 " otherwise T[0] = "0"
• If (some one has a choice of fwd facing seat) T[l] = " 1 " otherwise T[l] = "0"
• If (some one has a choice of booster seat)

T[2] = " 1 " otherwise T[2] = "0"

. If (some one has a choice of seat belt)

T[3] = " 1 " otherwise T[3] = "0"

• If (some one has a choice of lap)

T[4] = " 1 " otherwise T[4] = "0"

Similarly the location string L is structured in the order of front seat, back middle, back
side, center middle, center side.

Therefore the knowledge representation for weight category of the person in the previous
example would be:
Knowledge cell = <41, 81, 00110, 01111 >
A person may have multiple knowledge cells on a single category (like weight, age,
height etc) of knowledge. The collection of these cells for a given category represents the
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actual knowledge of this person on this category. This collection is implemented as the
ChildSafetyKnowledge class objects and the cells are implemented as KnowledgeCell
class objects. For a given category the knowledge, the cells within it are always
maintained in an ascending order according to there ranges. The ranges are nonoverlapping. When a new cell is added to the category, it is inserted accordingly and in
case there is some overlapping with the existing ones they (existing ones) may get split or
consumed by the new one. At this point each person has 3 ChildSafetyKnowledge objects.
Knowledge for Age KA, for Weight K w and for Height KH, A complete set of percept of a
person therefore can be represented as follows:
KA:= {
<00,13, "10000", "01111">,
<13, 49, "01000",", 011U">,
<49, 97, "00100", "011H">,
<97,145, "00010", "01111">

Kw:-

{
<00, 21, "10000", "01111">,
<21, 41, "11000",", 0UU">,
<41, 81, "00100", "0UU">,
<81,121, "00010", "01111 ">

KH:= {
<00, 27, "10000", "0UU">,
<27, 56, "01100",", 0UU">,
<56, 75, "00010", "01111">,
}
From above set of percept the following can be concluded
•

The agent with this percept believes that a children in the age group 13-49 months
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(according to Kw ) goes only into forward facing seat and the child seat could be
located anywhere in the car except for the front seat.
•

Children in the weight group 41-81 pounds (according to Kw) goes to a booster
seat and the seat can be located anywhere but the front seat.

•

A child in the height group 27-56 inches (according to KH ) may use a forward
facing seat or a booster seat and could be located any where but the front seat.

Another important factor along with knowledge representation is the performance
measurement of the knowledge. The merit of certain percept is actually measured with
respect to some predefined knowledge built from standard sources. This is called
Standard Knowledge or Accurate Knowledge. The example at the top actually represents
a Standard Knowledge built using Transport Canada's specification. The analytical
performance measurement of knowledge is covered in detail in section 4.3.7 Model
Parameters and definition.

4.3.6 Belief space
Belief space is one of the mandatory components of the CA Framework. It represents the
culture of the population and influences the population to conform to itself. In this
implementation the Belief Space has been implemented using the exact same ideology.
Technically the Belief Space is implemented as a different set of ChildSeatKnowledge
Objects where each set represents a different category of knowledge. The categories are
Exemplars and Historic.

Exemplars are the set of knowledge that has been proved most successful over the recent
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course of the simulation. The population has a natural tendency to adopt the most
successful strategy available in the society and hence the Exemplar set provides a global
repository for such strategies. The agents periodically consult this repository and tries to
learn improved strategies. As the simulation evolves new set of strategies become more
successful and the repository is also updated to reflect the new trend of the current
culture.

The historic knowledge repository is another set of strategy that keeps track of the most
successful strategies since the beginning of the simulation. It provides a mean to
percolate the old successful strategies into the new population. Unlike Exemplars set it
holds 2 subsets one

for the most successful and one for the most unsuccessful (the

worst) strategies. The agents try to learn from the successful set where try to avoid the
unsuccessful ones.

The implementation, structure, influence mechanism, size and diversity of the Belief
Space play a major role in the evolution of the population. Therefore the model has been
tested for different structure and combinations. The next chapter on testing and validation
provides detail test scheme and result set on the belief space.

4.3.7 Model Parameters and Definitions
In order to carry out the model's and its associated components' logic few important
concepts was defined. These concepts helps the model to include social, economical,
educational and cultural aspects of the agents or individuals. Many of these concepts had
some numerical aspects and was implemented as model parameter and indexes. The
Probability of Accident (PA), Drivers' Distraction Index (DI), Drivers' Experience Index
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(DEI), Stress Factor, Learning Rate are the few to name. In this section the formulation of
this parameters and indexes has been presented

•

Driver's Distraction Index (DDI): DDI is one of the factors that lead to road
accidents. There are actually many factors that may cause distraction, like road
rage, usage of cell phone, child passengers' lack of co-operation to use safety
restraints and so on. DDI presents a composite index to include all these issues. It
can assume a numerical value from 1 to 10 with lower values indicating lower
level of distraction.

•

Driver's Experience Index (DEI): The chance of being involved in an accident and
the safety of the children in vehicle depends primarily on the driver's experience
and his/her knowledge of safety matters. The quality of the driver is measured by
this empirical index called DEI. It assumes a value between 1 to 10 with lower
values indicating safer driver. The calculation of this index includes the factors
like Years of Experience, Age, Sex, Training, Ethnicity, Birth Place, Years Living
in Canada and, Education Level.

•

Vehicle Safety Index (VSI): The safety rating of the vehicle plays a major role in
the level of fatality involved in a crash. The index VSI numerically rates the
vehicle and can assume a value between 1-10 with lower values indicating safer
vehicle, for current implementation only the vehicles model, year and mileage
have been considered as influencing factors.

•

Probability of Accident Index (PAD: This index provides the model a numeric
ability to decide on a particular driver's chance to be involved in a collision. This
index can have any value between 1 to 10 with lower values indicating lower
chance of accident. The PAI has been directly related to the DEI, DDI and VSI
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with the following equation

* Accident —

(DEI * WDEI + DI * WDj + VSI * Wvsi) A00
Where W's are the percentage weight for corresponding index. At present it is
considered that all the indices have qequal weight and the equation reduces as follows:
•^Accident

=

(DEI + DI + VSI) 13
•

Life Meter and Health Loss: In order to measure the fatality involved in an
accident it must have some numeric formalization. And hence the Life Meter
index is designed. Each individual specially the children has a Life Meter between
1 to 10 with higher values indicating better health. In order to measure the injury
or fatality involved in an accident the term health loss has been defined in terms
of the severity of the crash. The amount of health loss is deducted from the life
meter of the child to calculate the new life meter. If the life meter hits zero (0) the
child is considered to be dead and taken out of the simulation. The recovery from
the fatality also takes place gradually over the period of the simulation. The
average Health Loss in the child population is taken as one of the quality
measurement criteria of the simulation and has been charted and documented in
various publications [Kobti 2005].

•

Matching Score: Matching Score is one of the ways to numerically measure the
quality of an individual's Knowledge. The driver's percept of child seat knowledge
is defined as set of KnowledgeCell where each KnowledgeCell is a string of l's
and 0's of length 10. For details of knowledge representation scheme please refer
back to section 4.3.5. The bitwise comparison between a string of knowledge
against the standard knowledge cell gives an insight about the accuracy of the
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Knowledge Cell.
KnowledgeCell

Kc :=

0100001111

Standard KnowledgeCell

Ks :=

0111001010

Bitwise Anding

Ka :=

0100001010

Number of Matches is the number ofl's in Ka := 3
An alignment score for each of the KnowledgeCell instances for an agent is
calculated and their average is defined as the Matching Score for that
ChildSeatKnowledge instance. The average Matching Score of all the beliefs in
the belief space provides a quantitative measurement scale of the Belief space or
culture of the population.
•

Stress factor: The driver's use their knowledge while assigning seat to the child
passengers. But his/her decision might be altered due to some factors like the
resistance of child's to use safety restraints, emergency or rush. In order to
incorporate these issues the Stress Factor is introduced into the model which
mutates the drivers' KnowledgeCell. This alteration may or may not affect the
drivers decision. The Stress factor is defined as percentage and stress factor 10%,
20% and 30% has been analyzed and charted. Higher Stress factor implies higher
level of dispersion or mutation from actual knowledge.

•

Learning Rate: Drivers' or the agents are learning Agents. They can learn new
strategies from the belief space, social networks or through intervention. But it is
conceptualized that an agent may not be able to learn correctly from the source
and its perception may be a little bit different from the source. Learning Rate
defines the degree of accuracy with which an agent can learn from a given source.
Learning Rate is measured in percentage where 100% implies accurate learning.
The model has been tested for different learning rates.
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•

Standard Knowledge Source and Complexity: The concept of standard knowledge
source defines the sources from where parents or agents learn the usage of child
seats. The most common sources are the manuals and booklets that comes with
the child seats and the health care specialists at the hospitals. The knowledge that
the standard source provides is considered to be the most accurate one available.
But at the same time any standard source may offer a level complexity which
hinders the parents to absorb the knowledge perfectly. In fact many child seat
manuals were found to be very difficult to comprehend. The complexity level a
knowledge source may offer, thus affects the performance of the agents in making
the best choice.

•

Correctness Index: The correctness index defines the level of accuracy at which a
child is assigned to a seat in a vehicle. It can assume a value between 0-10. Each
driver applies his/her knowledge strings to evaluate an assignment string (please
refer to section 4.3.8: Seat Assignment Function for details). Another assignment
string is evaluated using the standard knowledge and is matched bitwise against
the previous one. The matching value is number of matched bits which could be
at most 10. Usually a matching score lower than 5 would imply wrong assignment
and correct assignment would be more than 5. Correctness Index, along with
Correct Transition Rate is one of the most important indexes used to evaluate the
overall performance of the model.

.

Correct Seat Transition (CST) and Correct Transition Rate (CRT): As the
simulation proceeds the physical characteristics e.g. age, weight, height of the
children changes over time. Therefore the seat assignment for them should also be
changed accordingly. When a driver or parent decides on the correct set of
assignments for a grown child it is defined as Correct Seat Transition (CST). On
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the other hand, Correct Transition Rate (CRT) is defined as the percentage of the
child among the total child population, that has been Correctly Transferred to
correct seats in response to changed physical characteristics within a given time.
In this research implementation the CRT is calculated over a period of one month
each. The correctness indices of all the seat assignments for each child is recorded
over one month and if the average of those indexes is over 6.0 than the transition
for that child is deemed to be correct.
Driver's Score: In order to measure the knowledge of the drivers' an index called
Matching Score was designed. But it doesn't focus how successful the driver was
in comparison to others. But such comparison is necessary to apply the notion of
exemplars in the belief space. A successful strategy is the one that has higher
Matching Score and lower Health Loss. If the driver has never been involved in an
accident then there would be no associated health loss and the Driver's Score
would be undefined. Considering this specification the Driver's Score is defined
as follow:
, „
MatchingScore * . . , _
Driver's Score = „ *
* AccidentCount
HealthLoss
As the Matching score increases the Driver's Score increases and as the Health
Loss increases the Driver's Score decreases.

4.3.8 Seat Assignment Function
There are a few important model functionalities and procedures that play an important
role toward the evolution of the model. The design of these functions affects the outcome
of the simulation immensely. For some of these functions their design could be altered in
different ways and few of them actually tested for different patterns.
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Seat Assignment means the operation of assigning a child seat or restraint to a child
passenger. For this matter there exist two functions. The first one to determine the correct
seat for a given child and the other for the drivers to find a seat for a given child using
their Child Seat Knowledge. The flow chart for the first one is presented in the following
figure. The algorithms is built in compliance to Transport Canada, National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) USA.

Weight <=f 20 lbs
20 lbs < Weight < 40 lbs

Height V=57 inches

Case 1: Infant only seat, Convertible seat rear facing only
Case 2: Convertible seat rear facing only
Case 3: Convertible with forward facing or high back booster seat with harness
Case 4: Booster seat, high back or low back
Case 5: Seat belt

Figure 16: Accurate seat assignment function flow chart.

The other seat assignment function is the one that the drivers' use to decide on child seat
and child's location on the car depending on their age, weight and height. The drivers use
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their child seat knowledge which is an instance of the Class ChildSeatKnowledge to find
a decision. As mentioned earlier the ChildSeatKnowledge has 3 components one for the
age (KA), one for weight (Kw) and one for height (KH). The driver first uses each percept
separately to come up with 3 different set of choices and than merge them together to find
a winer set. The winner set may contain multiple results, from which the final is selected
randomly. Following diagram illustrates the complete process with an example.
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Figure 17: The seat type and location selection process by a driver using
his/her Child Seat knowledge

The process of seat assignment begins with applying the stress factor on the
ChildSeatKnowledge instance which has 3 components represented as strings of l's and
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O's. The inset boxes on the right include example instance of ChildSeatKnowledge in
string format. The stress factor mutates the driver's Knowledge and generates the
effective knowledge of the driver. The 3 components of the effective knowledge than goes
through a bitwise ANDing and ORing process as the following boolean expression
Ri = Ai.Bj+

Bj. d +

Ci.Ai

Where,

/= 0..9, the hit position
Ait Bj, Q am the P hit values respectively for the 3 percepts
Ri is the result of the boolean operations
'.' refers to boolean AND
'+' referstoboolean OR
Figure 18: The bitwise boolean operation to find seat type and
location selection

The rationale for the equation is that the output is always the bit that occurs maximum
among Ai, B; and Q. The example in the diagram has the output "10110 01001".
According to the knowledge representation scheme as outlined in section 4.3.5, the first 5
bits are for seat types, the last 5 are for locations and a " i " indicates the types or locations
that are the choices of the driver. Therefore for this example instance the choices of the
driver are as follows:
Type := {Rear Facing Seat, Booster Seat, Seat belt}
Location := {Back middle, Center side}
Finally in order to resolve the redundant or multiple choices a random selection is made by the
driver.
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4.3.9 Acceptance function
The acceptance function is a necessary part of the CA framework. This function updates
the belief space periodically to contain the current culture of the population space. From
the pseudo code of algorithm or the diagrammatic representation (Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10)
it may appear that this is a single function. But in practice this operation is actually a
composite of multiple functions and the composition directly depends on the structure of
the belief space. The belief space has 2 different set of repositories. The first one is for
the Situational Knowledge and the second one is for the Historic knowledge. Situational
knowledge is the set of Drivers' Knowledge that has been performed best in the recent
past. The quality of the knowledge itself is measured using the Driver's Score (see
section 4.3.7) parameter. At present the size of the situational knowledge repository is 2%
of the size of the population space (or the number of total drivers). On the other hand the
Historic Knowledge is a collection of the best or worst knowledges since the beginning of
the simulation. It has two sub repositories one for the Best Set and One for the Worst set
of knowledges. The size of each is the same as the size of the situational knowledge
repository. Each Set is periodically updated to include the best knowledges in the current
population space. Since the size of each repository is fixed the worst (or the best of the
worst) of the repository gets deleted.

Figure 19 shows the flow chart of acceptance function process. The process of updating
Situation and Historic knowledge are presented in separate box. The update sub-function
for the worst list of historic knowledge is not shown due to space limitation and clarity.
But this process is similar to the Worst list case except that it stores the least successful

knowledges.
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Figure 19: Flow chart for the acceptance function
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4.3.10 Knowledge Propagation
The concept of Knowledge propagation is important from the Social Network context.
The acceptance functions allow the flow of knowledge from the Population space to the
Belief space. The influence function on the other hand allows the flow of Knowledge in
the opposite direction. This is the basic knowledge propagation channels in Cultural
Algorithm Framework. But in this altered framework the flow of knowledge can take
place from 2 other sources. They are
•

Network Channel: The drivers' can take advantage of the 2 Networks, the
neighbourhood and kinship network. Each driver can provide knowledge to any
driver in its network.

•

Intervention Space: The intervention space can often inject new improved
knowledge into the society.

The effect of this relatively complex knowledge propagation technique plays an
interesting role in the evolution of the simulation.

4.3.11 Influence function
Influence function defines the communication protocol in the Cultural Algorithm
Framework that is responsible for influencing the population to adopt new strategies from
the belief space. The Cultural Algorithm presented earlier in section 3.3 shows the
influence function as a single entity function that actively acts on the population space.
But in actual implementation it is rather works in a passive manner and is a collection of
a few separate processes.

Rather than the beliefs pace actively influencing the agent population, the agents actually
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consults the belief space for new knowledge. This nature of implementation of the
influence function is characterized as the passive way of implementation. The agents
consults the belief space when
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Figure 20: The Influence function flowchart

Following observations and clarification are important from the context of the flowchart
in figure 20.
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•

The Probabilistic function chooses the Knowledge repository depending on some
predefined probability for each knowledge repository. One instance of such
probability for Normative, Situational and Historic knowledge could be 25% :
50% : 25%.

•

If the agent choses to consult Historic Knowledge then the selection criteria from
the best list or worst list is again probability based. The probability is fixed at
50%:50%.

•

When the agent consults the worst list of historic knowledge, it tries to adopt a
knowledge instance as far as possible from the worst knowledge instance. Thats
why the selected worst knowledge instance is complemented before adoption.

•

It is assumed that the agent never adopts the knowledge with some inaccuracy.
The level accuracy is determined the learning rate and the selected Knowledge
instance is mutated according to the learning rate before adoption.
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4.3.12 Step function
Step function is the central point of the Multi_agent simulation The repetition of this
Sequence Diagram for a single time step of the
Model
AutoSimMod
e

Family

Driver

Trip

Person

BeliefSpace

iSPSelect Household for Trips

startTi i pO

<
createTripO

for each selected
household create
Trips

"IS.

* ' selectDriverO

selectPassengersO

assignSeatToChildQ

:: calculateProbabil

repare List of trips involved in Accident
for each Trip
involved in
Accident
doAccidenU)

seekKnowledgeO
searchBeliefSpaceQ
Being involved in an accident the Driver may seek C \
for better or updated information on Child Seat
and Safety. The source information may be the
Belief Space or other Drivers in his/her Network

IP
jsearchNetworkO

updateBel i ef SpaceO

~TEJ

Figure 21: Step function sequence diagram
function causes the evolution in the model. The complete sequence diagram of the step
function for a single iteration is presented in figure 21 of next page.
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4.3.13 Agent's Life Cycle
The autonomous components of the Model are the Agents (or the Drivers). The agents' or
more precisely their knowledge instances forms the population space. The activity that
the agents go through during the runtime of the simulation is presented in the following
diagram.

Agent: setup
[

Create households

[

Create Vehicle

[

Setup networic

]

Agent: Driving
[

Assign seatstochild

1

[ Estimate Accident Probability ]

Agent tn Accident
YES

(

Opiate health / injury

[

Update Driver's Score

|

[

Gorcsiit BeSigf Space

*]

Figure 22: Life Cycle of an Agent during the simulation
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1

5. Testing and Validation
As outlined in section 2.1.1 a computer Model must go through a rigorous validation and
testing phase before any outcome from the model could be considered valid and reliable.
The design process of the Child Safety Model, outlined in the previous chapter has went
through several incremental iterations and in each iteration the model was extended with
new features and those features were put under validation process. Actually the complete
life cycle of the development process of the model can be separated in three different
phases or iterations.
•

Phase 1: The establishment of the base model that capable of simulating a
population of a given city of given demography.

•

Phase 2: Inclusion of Artificial Intelligence. The CA framework was established.
The social network were in place. Knowledge Representation mechanisms were
devised.

•

Phase 3: A more dynamic model with extended runtime. Multiple categories of
knowledge in the belief space were incorporated.

In each phase different aspects of the model were introduced and were tested. For
example in Phase 2 the concept of Learning Rate, Stress Factor, Drivers Performance
were introduced and their effect were measured. In phase 3 the Correct Transition Rate
(CTR) and the complexity levels of standard knowledge source were incorporated and
were tested.

As a general rule the performance function of the model were measured against the
average correctness (please refer to section 4.3.7) of seat assignment. Since one of the
objectives of the Model (as a health care research application) is to help improve child
safety in vehicles, correctness seems to be an obvious choice. But in general the prospect
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of the model could easily be shifted towards other related objectives and the measurement
parameters could be fixed and altered accordingly.

The testing and validation of the Child Safety Model was carried out from two different
perspectives. The first set of tests was intended to validate the model itself against the
available data. This tests were primarily designed to evaluate the models sensitivity
towards different combination of model parameters, combination of different algorithms
and approach. The main objective of these tests was to put the model into realistic
perspective. The second set of tests were designed to demonstrate the features of the
extended Cultural Algorithm Framework and to measure the performance of the extended
model against the research hypothesis described in section 1.3. The first set of
experimentation is termed as "Model Validation & Calibration Testing" and the later as
"Research Hypothesis Validation Testing". The following two subsections detail on the
testing framework and outputs for each of these two categories respectively. For details
explanations and meaning of the results please refer to chapter 6.

5.1 Model Validation & Calibration Testing
For a computer simulation model to be dependable and any outcome from it to be
considered seriously, the model must be made out to be realistic. A realistic model is the
one that behaves similarly to its actual real world counterpart. It also suffices to say that
the output of a realistic model must align with the observed practical data. In the case of
the Child Safety Model the set of Data comprises a huge set of micro information and
macro information. Micro level information is the fine grained bits of piece of data that
may seem insignificant but a collection and/or combination of that information may
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result in a higher level event or behaviour that may seem more significant. For example
the make or model year of a vehicle, kids unwillingness to use a child seat, ethnic
background of a family, a grand parent driving the kids are the kinds of information that
may or may not seem to play any role toward the correct child seat usage. But a model
may able to generate or predict some trends in some higher level parameter (like overall
number of accident) when we put all this information into the model. The higher level
parameters are the one that are of special interest and the model's objective is to optimize
this high level parameter. In this Child Safety Model the high level macro parameters
includes but not limited to the following
•

Correctness of child seat usage

•

The average health loss or injury in child populations

•

Learning Rate

•

Stress Factor

•

Source Complexity

Let us explore relationship and/or effect of few of these parameters.

5.1.1 Effect of Learning Rate on Correctness:
The chart in figure 23 shows effect of Learning Rate on Average Correctness. The
simulation ran 3 times for different Learning rate. A learning rate is the concept that
defines the average precision or accuracy with which a population learns new strategies.
A higher average learning rate indicates the population would learn new strategy with
greater accuracy and overall effect on any high level parameter (like average correctness)
would be positive. The model runs were done for 900 days with approximately 2000
households.
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Figure 23: Average Correctness Index (1-10) over Time (Months) for different
Learning Rate

The above chart shows the effect of Learning Rate of average correctness as anticipated.
Better performance level for relatively higher learning rate.
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5.1.2 Effect of Stress Factor
The ability of a driver to use the correct seat to a child may be hampered by some factors
like Child's resistance to use the seat, weather condition etc. These factors are combined
into a single factor termed as Stress Factor. It can assume a value between 0-100 with
higher value implying higher level of associated stress. Therefore a higher stress factor
would result in lower system performance.
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Figure 24: Average Correctness Index (1-10) over Time (months) for different
Stress Factors

In the above chart Average Correctness is plotted against Time for 3 different stress
factor. The performance level went down as for higher stress
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5.1.3 Effect of Source Complexity
The level of complexity associated with the standard knowledge source may reduce the
level of understanding among the population. This in turn should lower the overall
performance of the system. The following plot measures the Correct Seat Transition Rate
(%) of the child Population over Time (months).
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85.00% 4

80.00%

55.00% 4~
o
-Complexity Le\el 0

Complexity Level 10

-Complexity Le\el 20

Complexity Level 30

Figure 25: Average Correct Transition Rate (%) over Time (months)

The charts show that the performance goes down very sharply as Complexity Level
increases from 0 to 30.
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5.2 Validation tests for the research hypothesis
As mentioned in section 1.3 the two major hypotheses of this research is to evaluate the
effect of intervention into the population space and to identify the effect of social network
on the population and on the model itself. The following tests were designed to evaluate
these theoretical aspects of the research. A detailed discussion and implication of these
tests are presented in the next chapter.

5.2.1 Effect of Intervention on Average Correctness
In order to identify the effect of Intervention on the System the simulation was run twice;
one with no intervention and one with Intervention. For the later case Intervention were
performed at the end of

10* month (or after 300 days). Each simulation ran for

approximately 2000 households for a period of 900 days. The plots were measured again
for the average correctness.
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Figure 26: Average Correctness of Seat Assignment 1-10) against Time (months)
With and Without Intervention

The curve for the run with intervention stays on the top implying that intervention has a
positive impact of intervention on the system.

5.2.2 Effect of Intervention on Belief Space
The intervention mechanism was designed to alter the populations culture quickly. The
following chart gives a clue about the effect of Intervention on the Belie Space. The

performance measurement index for the Belief Space is the average of Matching Scores
of all the beliefs in the Belief Space against the perfect source (or standard source).
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Figure 27: Average Matching Score (1-10) against Time (months) With and
Without Intervention

The plots show that the overall performance of the Belief Space remains at higher level
most of the time for the run with Intervention.

5.2.3 Effect of Social Network on Correctness
In order to identify the effect of Social Network the simulation was run one more time
with similar setting as in section 5.2.1 except the the Knowledge Propagation feature was
turned on. For comparison sake all the three chart were presented together in the
following figure.
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Figure 28: Average Correctness (1-10) against Time (months). Comparison charts
for 3 different cases

The run with both the Social Network and Intervention enabled, performs the best.

5.2.4 Effect of Network density on performance
The term density of Social Network here is loosely used to define the degree of
connectedness of the Social Network. Consequently the best term to measure the
connectedness of the diagram would be the number of edges in the network. A relatively
high number of edges would imply agents have access to relatively high number of
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communication channels. In order to verify the effect of connectedness the simulation
were run with various degree of connectedness (it implies with various number of edges
or available communication channels). One chart was plotted for Maximum average
correctness attained in each run against numbers of edges in the network. And another
was plotted against Average of Average Correctness attained in each run against the
numbers of edges in the network.
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Figure 29: The effect of network's edge count on performance. The Average of
Average Correctness vs Number of edges and Maximum Average Attained vs
Number of edges

In order to produce the above chart the simulation were ran several times with different
number of edges in the network but approximately with the same number (close to 1000)
of households. The charts show that the performance increases with increasing number
of edges up to a certain limit than it starts dropping.
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6. Discussion
The tests results that were presented in the last chapter are designed with two specific
goals in mind. The first set of tests described in section 5.1 was intended to calibrate the
model itself. Because before any theoretical or practical decision to be made from the
model it is mandatory to make sure the model is a rationale one and behaves according to
the physical data in hand or at least supports obvious intuitiveness. This is a long and
exhaustive process for this given model since number of parameters in this model that
demands verification is very large. Most of these were actually tested but for the sake of
simplicity of this document many of these testes are left out. The parameters for those the
test results were made bears special significance and therefor they are being discussed to
greater extent in this section. For the definition of the related terms please refer to section
4.3.7 Model Parameter and Definitions.

6.1 Source Complexity
In the child safety research the complexity of available manuals and documents, that
provide first hand knowledge about child seats, were put under the microscope. It is found
that most of the manuals that come with the new child seats are significantly difficult to
comprehend, even for the persons with English as the first language. The technical
illustrations also offer difficulty. The surveys show that though infants are using the child
seats with very high degree of accuracy, the toddlers and school age children's are not
doing very well. One of the possible reasons for the infants accuracy might be a result of
the direct intervention of the health care officials at the hospitals. A new born baby is not
actually allowed out of the hospital without proper car seat installed in the parent's car.
But for the older kids this kind of enforcement doesn't exist, which may allow the parents
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to do the mistakes and make wrong transition of seats for older kids. It is long assumed
that the complexity of the relevant manuals may play an important role toward this.

In terms of the model therefore it is expected that a higher degree of complexity should
generate lower level of correct transition. And the charts of the Figure 24 correctly
capture the scenario. In this chart the simulation were ran for different level of source
complexity and the correct transition rate for the kids were measured for each interval of
1 months. The higher level of source complexity generates lower percentage of transitions
as expected.

6.2 Learning Rate
There are many parameters that may affect a person's (or parents') ability to learn or
adopt new information. Such parameters may include the education level of the person,
ethnicity or country of origin. The combined effect of all these factors is blend into a
single parameter Learning Rate. It is expected for a population of given average Learning
Rate should display different performance level of the system. Figure 22 demonstrates the
effect on correctness as expected.

6.3 Stress Factor:
Given all the learning rates and accuracy of acquired information, a parent's final choice
of the car seat for a given child still may alter at the very last moment due to some other
external influences. The weather condition, kid's resistance to use the seat, rush hours,
road rage are the few among such factors. These factors tend to deviate the parent from

his or her actual perception and lead to poor choices. A high level of stress factor thus
expected to lower performance of the system. Figure 23 captures the picture exactly
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where high level of stress factor produces lower level of average correctness.

Apart from the above mentioned factors there also remains a great deal of other factors
like the Probability of Accident, Vehicle Safety Index, Level of Parents Education. But
most of these parameters are considered micro level parameters meaning there combined
effect can be manifested by some higher macro level parameters like the one that has
been covered so far. These tests provide an excellent proof of the models rationality and
gives us the confidence to carry out the theoretical tests described in section 5.2.
The test in section 5.2 are termed as model hypothesis testing experiments, given that we
have a rationale well behaved model this experiments allow us to draw any conclusion on
behalf or against the hypothesis'. Before elaborating on these results some clarification is
required on the testbed. In order to evaluate the performance of the model for different
setting we always used the Average Correctness and/or Correct Seat Transition Rate as
the measuring scale. We could have used other parameters like Average Health Loss or
Injury, Number of Accident etc. Since on of the major objective of this modeling tool is to
improve parents' child seat knowledge, Average Correctness or Correct Seat Transition
Rate (CTR) seems obvious choices. The Average Health Loss were also used at some
earlier publications, but was dropped due to the lack of standard formulation
methodology for this parameter and lack of observational data. On the contrary the
Correctness and CTR seems totally devoid of these drawbacks. The numbers of accident
count were dropped because minimizing or maximizing of these factors are not actually
the subject matter of the modeling. Occurrence of an accident is most likely independent
of the drivers' child seat knowledge. Given the all these let us explore how the hypothesis
tests in section 5.2 supports the research hypotheses.
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6.4 Intervention
It has been hypothesized in section 1.3 that Intervention may be an efficient way to
promote the culture of the population. In order to verify this hypothesis the test cases of
section 5.2 were designed. Lets consider the chart in figure 25.

It plots average

correctness over time for two cases, one without intervention and the other with
intervention. For later case the Intervention were performed at time step 300 (or at the
10th month). It is apparent from the chart that average correctness remains at higher level
for the later case with intervention.

In order to explain this behaviour we must look underneath the working methods of
Cultural Algorithm Framework. In CA framework the belief-space continually updates it
self with better strategies from the population. Therefore the best knowledge (or the best
level of knowledge) attainable in the belief space is limited by the level of knowledge
available in the population space. Unless there exist some Domain specific heuristic
knowledge that can guide the belief space make better choices there is actually no way for
the belief-space to break the barrier limit imposed by the population space. The child
safety model under discussion here has the property that it lakes domain specific heuristic
knowledge and the agents being social, tend to influence each other both negatively and
positively. Under this circumstance the model never get pass the barrier post by the initial
choice of the population. But the intervention mechanism provides a way to inject new
information into the knowledge into the population and thus lifts the barrier limit to
higher level. This sudden shift in the population space in turn affects the overall culture
of the population and improves the belief space as well. Figure 26 actually proves this
hypothesis by plotting the average matching score (see section 4.3.7) of the Belief space
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against time. Just like average correctness in the previous case, matching score also
remains at higher level for the case with intervention.

6.5 Social Network:
Any multi-agent based model that simulates intelligent social beings must consider the
fact that the agents are social and they may communicate with each other directly or
indirectly. Therefore in this kind of models there always exists a chance to improve the
performance by exploiting the social network characteristics of the Model. In this
research the second hypothesis was that the performance can be improved by
implementing social network among the agents; allowing them to communicate to
propagate knowledge may improve overall performance. The charts in section 5.2.3 and
5.2.4 were designed to measure the effect of this so called exploitation of social network.
This is done by allowing the agents to propagate knowledge in their corresponding
networked channels. From the child safety model's perspective knowledge propagation is
the process in which a driver tries to educate another related driver. Section 4.3.10
describes the specifics of this process. The chart in figure 28 plots 3 graphs with 3
different settings as follows
•

Correctness vs Time without any intervention and knowledge propagation

•

Correctness vs Time with intervention but no knowledge propagation

•

Correctness vs Time with intervention and knowledge propagation

Among the three the third one clearly outperforms all the rest, proving the superiority of
the social network based information exchange.
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The charts in Figure 29 plots the Maximum Average Correctness (and the Average of
Average Correctness) attained against The number of edges. The objective behind this
test setting was to identify the effect of the topology of the network on the performance.
And as the measurement criteria for topology, the number of edges were considered. The
number of edges is also a measure of the degree of connectedness of the network and the
number of available communication channels for the agents. Therefore a high number of
edges would imply there is relatively high numbers of communication channels available
for the agents. The chart shows that the performance of the simulation increases with
increasing number of edges up to a certain value for the number of edges. But starts
decreasing slowly after that. The reason behind this is still under investigation. One
hypothesis is that as the number of communication channels grow higher even the bad
strategies in the society tends to propagate with higher rate. But whatever the reason
behind this, the model predicts a break even number of edges for a given demography of
population. And any value below or higher than this break even point could have negative
impact on the performance.
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7. Conclusion & Future Work
The research thesis presented here is a multi disciplinary one and attempts to benefit both
Computer Science and Health Care Research. The practical problem domain belongs to
the health care research while we try to employ theoretical computer science
methodology into it. The child safety model presented here offers some computational
challenges; some of these are as follows:
•

The lack of domain knowledge, which implies there are many parameters or
factors for which little or nothing is known and hence their computational
formulation remains vague.

•

Due to the social nature of the problem space it might be possible that some
factors may have been overlooked

or even worse there may be factors yet

undiscovered.
•

The problem itself is again multidimensional with so many known factors,
parameters or variables.

Given this nature of the problem it becomes not only computationally expensive but also
offers adequate challenge to make it a realistic one. Many computer scientists are solving
similar kind of multidimensional problems in various other problem domains. But in this
study we ventured into the health care research which is a unique and a innovative one in
the current health care industry, therefore bears important significance. On the other hand
as long as theoretical computer science is concerned, we are trying to develop a hybrid
problem solving model that allows inclusion, extension and modification of various
existing algorithms that allows an easier way to model and test the applicability of
different techniques quickly.
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The current state of this research is still far from completion. So far we have successfully
established an extended framework of Cultural Algorithm and performed adequate test to
take it to the next level. The future of this ongoing research project still offers multiple
lane of exploration and improvements. From a computer science perspective some of the
future work may include the follows:
•

The effect of subcultures in the population must be explored. When we discussed
social networks in this research we had considered that the whole population
constitutes only one culture and hence a single belief space was in place. But from
the social perspective it is also possible to have multiple culture within the
society. More precisely it could be termed as ethnic diversity. How intervention
and agents' socialization affects such multi cultural society could be an important
and practical lane of exploration

•

The above idea also intrigues the possibility of another extended model of
Cultural Algorithm with multiple Belief Spaces and even multiple society and
their interplay.

•

The cultural algorithms allows inclusion or hybridization of different algorithms
into it self. Therefore the model framework could be put under performance test
for different algorithmic approaches like Ant Colony Optimization or Particle
Swarm Optimization.

On the other hand from health care research perspective there remains following
necessary extensions
•

The child safety research is a very active one and huge survey data is still pouring
into this field. This new data should be ported into the model. This will provide
another model testing and verification phase. The new data is also rich with some
important features not considered in the current model. Inclusion of new data
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therefore would open other possibilities in the model and would be lot more easier
to make it a even more realistic one.
•

Porting this huge amount of survey data also means complex database
management system into the model. This change in turn may require significant
alteration in current model. But this change can be made without affecting the
underlying theoretical framework.

•

The knowledge structure in the model only considers child seat location and
position. Another important factor overlooked is the fitness of the seat. Fitness
means how comfortably and securely a child has been placed in the seat. This
factor is considered to have consequences in case of injury.

This simulation research established a base for a bigger level of research in the
concerning disciplines. A successful step forward would imply new innovation and
improvement in both computer science and health care research.
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